Let's get something straight. I really despise when girls kiss
Before anyone gets red in the face, let's clarify. I really despise when girls whose sexual orientation is clearly straight kiss. 15

Girls making out with each other to turn on guys is the latest craze don't believe it? Listen to this summer's monster hit song, "I Kissed a Girl" by Katy Perry.
There are two types of straight girls who kiss other straight girls. The first group involves those femmes who haven't quite figured themselves out yet. This group is more acceptable to me. 38

Perry cagily maintains that her song is about drunken curiosity regarding same-sex attractions.
The second group includes those you see at the frat houses and other random house parties. You know who I'm talking about. Those girls who are loud, wearing a tank top and stilettos on a 20-degree day and spilling their beer all over and then make out as "gentlemen" drop their mouths like "Looney Toons" characters.

But her music video, which features gyrating women in lingerie, is clearly designed to give the male libido a jolt. The term for the 'I'm straight but I'll kiss girls' mentality is 'heteroflexible," They don't think of themselves as gay or bisexual, They're firmly straight, but they'll kiss their friends to advertise that they're sexually open and adventurous or for material gain.

My friend and I went to a party that had a $5 cover. "I said to the guy, 'What if we make out? Will you let us in for free?' He said, 'Yep, do it.' I knew it'd be something that the guys were into which would get us what we wanted -- to save $10.

She plumps me, pats me, squeezes and feeds me. We're fat for each other we sapling girls we neat clean branching girls get thick with sex. You are wide enough for my hips like roses, I will cover you with my petals, cover you with the cent of me.

What is fueling this trend? Same-sex kissing has been glamorized by celebrities and the huge popularity of Girls Gone Wild. Girls aren't kissing other girls because they want to, They're doing it because they want to appeal to boys. And what does it mean to girls who are actually coming out as queer to see straight girls playing bi for male pleasure?

It sets gay rights back. Nearly every gay dance dive has been infiltrated by a gaggle of giggling straight girls, playing gay for a night because it amuses them. Women who kiss other women to attract guys are making it difficult to distinguish between the behavior of someone who is legitimately sexually interested and someone who wants to impress the boy across the room,"

When she sheds she sheds it all. I think it right to kneel and the view is good. She is salty, well preserved, well made and curved like a wave. I think, “This is the place to go surfing” But The world is full of blind people. They don’t see dignity in our love. They see perverts, inverse tribades, homosexuals. The see circus freaks and Satatn worshippers, girl-catchers and porno turn-ons

"If I knew a girl was a lesbian, I wouldn't make out with her, because I'd think that would be weird. I've never done it without a guy watching me. That would be weird, too, because the whole reason we're doing it is to screw with the guys. We wouldn't do it if they weren't there. I don't just go and make out with girls because I think it's fun."

"It's an insult to women who actually want to be with other women, It sends a message that being a lesbian is a joke -- that being with women is for male pleasure. When someone asks the girls if they are lesbians, and they say, 'Oh, no, of course not!' it's like they're saying that actually being a lesbian is unnatural and disgusting

I resented the fact that they would root their marginal sexual practices in the safety of heterosexuality. I resented that they would be so committed to not having same sex relationships that they would preclude such possibilities with that abominable prefix.

Ladies, we've all got you figured out. Quite the act. It’s not you.